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AGENDA'mNa- 4- REPORT 

Subject: Departmental Establishment 
Review - Property Services 

X"ROI"ION 
The purpose of this report is to seek Committee approval for the next stage of restructuring 
within the Housing & Property Services Department. This report deals specifically with the 
Property Services Division. 

BACKGROUND 
The Housing & Property Services Committee at its meeting on 29' November 2000 approved 
my report which outlined a phased approach to the re-structuring of the Department the first 
phase of which was to review the Directorate and introduce a new Directorate Structure 
based on bct ional  responsibilities. 

This resulted in the overall deletion of a Head of Service and the new structure incorporating 
3 Heads of Service came into operation in January 200 1. Since that time the operational and 
staffing requirement of each of the 3 new Divisions, Design Services, Property Services & 
Housing Services have been reviewed to reflect these new fimctional responsibilities and 
have been subject of several reports to Committee. 

The recent appointment of the Head of Property Services provides an opportunity to realign 
the operations of the Property Services Division and this report deals specifically with this 
aspect. 

Major Influences 
The major influences on this report have been: 

Corporate Plan & Service Objectives 
While all aspects of the plan will influence the operations there are several areas where the 
services provided by Property Services make a substantial contribution to the Community 
and the Council: 

9 Stimulating Business & The Economy 
+ Optimising our locational advantages and development opportunities 
+ Improving Business Environment 
+ Improving access to job opportunities 

9 Improving Health, Well-Being & Care 
+ Look after the health & well-being of our employees and elected members 

9 Developing The Organisation 
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2.1.2 

2.1.3 

2.1.4 

+ Modernise the authority 
+ Improve financial and budgetary information 
+ Make the best use of people 
+ Achieve best value through making best use of assets. 

In providing this service it is intended that, in addition to leading and supporting both 
Council and departmental objectives, the Property Division will now focus directly on major 
themes: 

> Economic, Efficient and Effective Use of Operational Property Assets 
Supporting Council services by the provision of an efficient and appropriate property 
holding for the Council 
Development of a comprehensive investment strategy for corporate properties 
Provision of a corporate strategy for the economic and effective utilisation of current 
property holdings, including the provision of a corporate property database 
Spwifkally manage the operational costs of utilising property, e.g. rates, 
maintenance, energy, grounds maintenance, rental, etc, and rationalise property 
reIated expenditure 
Develop and co-ordinate strategic Health & Safety issues 

> Quality Initiatives and Performance Management 
+ Implementation of the Single Regulator Framework 
+ Performance measurement and process improvement 
+ Achievement of Quality standards 

> Achievement of Best Value from Non-Operational Property 
+ Maximise Capital Receipts 
+ Maximise revenue from the Corporate Property Portfolio 
+ Supporting partnerships in the provision of public sector services 
+ Pursuing development opportunities in a pro-active manner 

Overall Departmental Restructuring 
The previous reports on departmental restructuring, particularly the transfer of corporate 
property maintenance, form the basis of the proposed changes set out in this report. This 
proposal can be progressed as the next stage of improving the overall operational efficiency 
of the Housing & Property Services Department as well as establishing a broad framework to 
facilitate future functional integration and service development. 

Financial Constraints 
As with most local authority services the current budgets are based on historic precedence 
and the need to develop different services for the future has to be balanced with the available 
financial resources. 

Future Stability 
Change has been necessary to meet varying service requirements and the Property Division 
has gone through a number of structural changes and developments since 1996. While 
external influences will continue to drive amendments to processes and structures, 
particularly in the energy and asset management fields, it is anticipated that the 
implementation of this review will give the Division a stable and consolidated fbture to 
accommodate the focussed objectives. 
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3.0 PROPOSED RESTRUCTURING 
In pursuit of meeting the requirements of the above it is proposed that consideration be given 
to changes to the structure in a number of areas. These proposals can be addressed within 
three broad areas identified as: 

9 General Issues 
> Revision of Divisional Management Structure 
9 Amendments To Remaining Divisional Structure 

3.1 General Issues 
There are several areas of a general nature: 

Property Division Restructuring - Phase 1. 
Appendix 1 details the structure following the transfer of the Maintenance function, 
previously agreed at the Housing & Technical Services Committee meeting. This interim 
&i~cWe hm operated since that date. 

3.1.1 

3.1.2 Property Division Restructuring - Phase 2. 
With the increasing importance of the Division’s pivotal role in the Capital Receipts 
programme and the need to maximise development opportunities with both private and public 
sector partners it is necessary to acknowledge these developments by specifically allocating 
the prime roles to the sections within the Division. Consequently, the sections within their 
strategic Groups have been identified as Asset Management (Strategic Property, Operational 
Property, Quality Management) and Surveying Services (Commercial Property 
Management, Cartographic Services, Development & Disposals). The overall management 
and control continues to be the remit of the Divisional Management supported by the 
Divisional Support section. 

The proposed structure is intended to support the objectives by providing a comprehensive 
and effective strategic property service taking into account economic and customer 
influences. The current structure of the Property Division is set out in Appendix 1 and the 
proposed new Structure for the Property Division is shown at Appendix 2. 

3.2 Revision of Divisional Management Structure 
The appointment of the former Chief Estates Officer to the new post of Head of Property 
Services gives an opportunity to revise the Divisional Management Structure. The proposal 
involves the deletion of the post of Chief Estates Officer (P022) and the redistribution of the 
Divisional Management workload across the proposed revised structure. The necessary 
consequential distribution of the salary is detailed in Appendix 2 and results in a reduction in 
the omjI cost of the Divisional management structure of some E33,OOO. This proposal 
requires: 

3.2.1 The revised management structure accommodates the deletion of the post of Chief Estates 
Officer (P022) and proposes, accordingly, the regrading of the posts of Group Manager 
(P014) to PO18 to reflect an extension in responsibilities. 

3.2.2 There is a requirement to provide more focussed management on workload related to 
Development and Disposals. With the renewed emphasis on Capital Receipts and the 
opportunities for partnership developments it is therefore proposed that a new post of Section 
Manager - Development and Disposals (P012) is created for the day to day management of 
these functions. The importance of maintaining an acceptable level of receipts and the 
development of partnership opportunities to deliver these projects, requires an additional 
focus on the management of the workload. The creation of this post will provide the section 
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with the experience, leadership and the management skills necessary to deliver the 
programme. 

3.2.3 It is further proposed that the posts of Section Managers (Commercial Property, Operational 
Property, Strategic Property, Cartographic Services) are regraded from PO9 to PO12 to 
reflect an extension of their duties and responsibilities arising from developments in Asset 
Management and Surveying Services, as well as the integration of the current post of Group 
Manager - Energy (P012) into the new post of Section Manager (Strategic Property), It is 
also proposed to redesignate and regrade the post of Senior Administrative Officer 
(AP5PO2) to Divisional Support Manager (P02) to reflect the Divisional support role. 

3.2.4 There is a review of the departmental support services and the function of the Section 
Manager (Quality Management), the latter pending the introduction of the Single Regulatory 
Framework, which may be the subject of a further report. Consequently it is intended to 
await the outcome of this review before considering the grading of these posts. 

3.2 .S This revision of the management structure sees the overall numbers reducing from 1 1 to 10 
and an initial saving on the Divisional Management cost of some 244,000 which is then 
targeted to funding improvement in direct service provision. 

3.3 Amendments To Remaining Divisional Structure 
Having established the Divisional Management structure the subsequent elements of the 
report do not give further consideration to these proposals and the amendments to the 
remaining structure are as follows: 

3.3.1 Deletions From Current Establishment 
Deletion from the current Energy Unit of the Fuel Outreach Officer (AP2), unfilled for some 
time and it is not anticipated to be required. 

3.3.2 Posts Made Permanent. 
Some posts are currently temporary and it is proposed these be made permanent: 

> The Technician (Cartographic) post (Tech3/5) is concerned with the sale of Council 
houses and there is no anticipated reduction in the workload of this post. 

9 It is also proposed that the Debtor Officer (AP1/2) be made a permanent post as the 
recovery of debt is an ongoing commitment. 

9 A Surveyor (AP4/P06), initially recruited on a temporary basis to identify additional 
capital receipts, has now proved an on-going requirement and the proposal is to retain the 
post on a permanent basis. 

3.3.3 Revised Grades and Designations (No costs) 
There are some re-designations made necessary to more appropriately reflect their duties and 
for the sake of consistency. They have no initial financial impact. 

9 It is proposed to re-designate all Clerical Assistants and Word Processing Operators as 
Clerical Assistants (GS 1/3) in order to allow inter-changability and flexibility across 
these posts and that all future recruitment will be on the basis of general support services 
skills including word processing. 
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It is proposed that 3 Facilities Officers (AP5PO6) be re-designated Surveyors 
(AP4P06) to more appropriately reflect their role. The remaining Facilities Officer will 
remain on the existing designation but with the grade similarly revised. The extension 
of this grade to AP4, as detailed in Appendix 4, will allow recruitment of individuals 
who have a degree but not yet achieved membership of the appropriate professional body 
at a lower level. 

Property Officer (AP3/4) be re-designated Administrative Officer (AP3/4). 
designation of,Property Officer is utilised below. 

A revised 

Surveyors (AP5P06) be re-graded to (AP4P06). This will allow the recruitment of 
staff at AP4 who anticipate qualifying for full membership of the appropriate 
professional institution within the near future. Thereafter progression will be in 
accordance with qualifications and experience as detailed in appendix 4. 

%e&nieiam (Tech3/5) be re-graded to (Techl/5) to allow recruitment over a broader 
spectrum and allow progression in accordance with qualifications and experience. 
Details of the proposed yardstick are appended in Appendix 3. 

Supervisory Technician (Tech6) be re-graded and re-designated Property Officer 
(AP5P02) to more accurately reflect the role. 

Assistant Architect (P02) be re designated Property Officer (AP5P02) to more 
accurately reflect the role. 

The Credit Controller (AP1/2) be re-designated Debtor Officer (AP1/2), to better reflect 
the duties of the post and promote a consistent approach to designation. 

Client Officer (AP4/5) be re-designated Senior Client Officer recognising the variation in 
grading and responsibilities with Client Officer (AP3/4). 

Administration Assistant (AP 1/2) be re-designated Client Assistant (AP1/2) to more 
accurately reflect the role. 

3.3.4 Revised Grades and Designations (Costs) 
It is proposed the following gradings are revised to more closely reflect current and revised 
duties. 

9 The Property Assistants (AP1/2) be integrated into the Technical Grade designated as 
Technicians - Property (TechV5) with placing on the new grades dependant on the 
application of yardsticks, which are explained at Appendix 3. 

9 It is proposed to slightly reorganise the Cartographic Services Section and create a post 
of Land Surveyor (AP4P06) to address the increasing workload related to the 
supervision, development and management of the Council’s Corporate Asset 
Management system. It is proposed to create a Land Surveyor (AP4P06) and delete a 
Technician-Cartographic (Tech 1 /5). 

3.3.5 New Posts. 
It is proposed that the following new posts are created. 

9 Asset Management 
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There are a number of initiatives that the Division require to address; the development of 
Asset Management Planning, maximising capital receipts and the increasing status of 
energy management. To address these it is proposed to create one Property Officer 
(AP5P02) post, five Technicians - Property (Techlh) and one Surveyor (AP4P06). 
The Property Officer (AP5P02) post be created with responsibility for the formulation 
of the Asset Management Plan, particularly corporate property energy management. 

The Technician’s posts will also be linked to Asset Management with specific expertise 
being provided in the areas of data management, health & safety issues, capital 
investment, energy efficiency and the generation of capital receipts. The Surveyors post 
will be created with responsibility for the formulation of the Asset Management Plan, 
with a particular focus on the Capital Investment Programme. 

. Divisional Support Unit 

‘ Support Unit. 
It is proposed that an Administration Officer (AP3) be created within the Divisional 

This post will assist in the provision of the support of Divisional 
Management and will provide a more appropriate level of post to deputise for the 
Divisional Support Manager. 

4.0 FUNDING 
The net effect of the above changes will be an additional annual cost of €50,000. 
proposal to fund this is as follows: 

The 
I .  

4.1 Alignment To Capital Receipts 
One of the objectives of this proposal is to redirect additional resources to the generation of 
capital receipts by the allocation of a Section Manager and an additional Technician (cost 
€50,000). The direct benefit can be identified by anticipated increase in capital receipts (e.g. 
capital receipts (04/05) are anticipated to increase from €5 million to initially €7 million). In 
addition, other staff are being directly allocated to the identification of surplus property and it 
can therefore be anticipated that additional receipts will follow. Therefore the proposal to 
fund this from capital to the extent of €50,000 per annum and this cost will be included in the 
3 year capital budget. 

4.2 It is also proposed that the salary and wage resources held by the Division are re-aligned in 
relation to the changing demands and priorities reflected in this revised structure and it is 
anticipated that the future re-allocation of support costs from the Division will reflect this. 

5.0 CORPORATE CONSIDERATIONS 
5.1 The proposals outlined in this report have been discussed with the Chief Executive and 

representatives of Personnel Services, Finance and Trade Unions. 

5.2 In line with the established Council practice, appointments to posts in the new structure will 
be by direct matching, restricted selection or advertising of posts as appropriate. 

5.3 Every effort will be made to accommodate all employees within the new structure with the 
terms of the Council’s redeployment policy applying as appropriate. 

5.4 It is acknowledged that the Council is currently engaged in a job evaluation exercise using 
the nationally approved job evaluation system. All posts included in this review will be 
subject to this process, and the ultimate grading of the posts will be determined by the job 
evaluation exercise. 
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6.0 

6.1 

6.2 

7.0 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is recommended that: 

The re-structuring of Property Division as outlined above and in the attached appendices be 
approve for implementation. 

Remit the matter to the Policy & Resources (Personnel) Sub-Committee. 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
Available in Department 

Thomas McKenzie 
Director of Housing & Property Services 

H:/Data/StaffYNov 2002.doc 
27/08/03 14:30 
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Appendix 1 

HOUSING & PROPERTY SERVICES 

Property Division 

Current Divisional Structure 
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HOU5lNG & PROPERTY SERVICES (PROPERTY SERVICES DIVISION) 
CURRENT STRUCTURE 
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Appendix 2 

HOUSING & PROPERTYSERUCES 

Property Division 

Proposed Divisional Structure 
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Appendix 2 

HOUSING 8 PROPERTY SERVICES (PROPERTY SERVICES DIVISION) 
PROPOSEDSTRUCTURC 

I I 
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Appendix 3 

HOUSING & PROPERTY SERVTCES 

Property Division 

Proposed Grading Scheme for Technicians 

1. Tech 1 1 2  
OQ appointment with BNCISNC or equivalent qualification and / or relevant experience. 

2. Tech 3 1 5  
On appointment with or on gaining HNC or equivalent in an appropriate discipline. 

(Or in respect of the above, completing 12 years relevant work experience within the 
service and being recommended by the Director of Housing & Property Services). 

Note A: 

Note B: 

For non formally qualified staff, recommendation by Director of Housing & Property 
is dependant on undertaking duties and achieving a level of ability and responsibility 
similar to that of qualified staff. 

Head of Personnel Services must formally agree any recommendation by Director of 
Housing & Property Services. 
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Appendix 4 

HOUSING & PROPERTYSERWCES 

Property Division 

Proposed Grading Scheme for 
Surveyors & Facilities Officers 

1 Ak4 
On appointment with a full qualification accepted by the appropriate professional body at the 
appropriate level, normally Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) and 
Probationary Membership of the RICS in an appropriate faculty. 

2 AP5 - PO6 
On appointment with or on successful achievement of full membership of the appropriate 
professional body, normally completion of Assessment of Professional Competence (APC) 
and full membership of the RICS in an appropriate faculty. 

Note A: 
Examples of qualifications accepted by the RICS in respect of appropriate Faculties for this 
Division are: - 
BSc in Land Economics 
Diploma in Land Economy 
BSc in Topographic Science 
BSc in Quantity Surveying 

N&e B: 
Head of Fwsonnel Services must formally agree to any recommendation by Head of Service 
in respect of staff successfully completing the APC. 
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